Mary Morison

MusicXML Part

\[\text{Andante} \quad F \quad \text{Dm} \]

1. O Mary at thy
2. Yes tre’en when to the
3. O Mary, canst thou

\[\text{Bb} \quad \text{Dm} \quad \text{F} \]

window be, It is the wish’d the
wreck his peace, Wha for thy sake wad

\[\text{Gm} \quad \text{C} \]

tryst ed hour! Those
light ed ha’, To
Glad ly dee? Or

\[\text{F} \quad \text{Dm} \quad \text{Bb} \quad \text{Bb} \quad \text{Dm} \quad \text{C} \]

smiles and glances let me see, That mak’ the mis-sers
thee my fancy took its wing, I sat, but nei- ther
canst thou brak that heart of his, Whase on-ly fault is
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